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E-mail address: abdelaziz.kallel@cetp.ipsl.fr (A. KThe combination rule is critical in an evidence based fusion process. The conjunctive rule is
most common eventhough when the cognitive independence – distinctness – assumption
is often questionable. A new combination rule is tested here in both discrete and continu-
ous cases, accounting for a partial non-distinctness between evidences. It is based on ‘gen-
eralized discounting’, that we deﬁne for separable basic belief assignments (bbas) or basic
belief densities (bbds), to be applied to the source correlation derived from the cautious
rule. This correlation can be speciﬁed in both considered cases of consonant bbas/bbds
(as proposed by Dubois et al.) and separable bbas/bbds (as proposed by Denux). Then,
the so-called ‘cautious-adaptive’ rule varies between the conjunctive rule and the cautious
one, depending on the discounting level. In the Gaussian case with standard deviation r,
the evidence non-distinctness will be parameterized by a factor . 2 ½0;1 dividing r. It
leads to the generalized discounting needed in the cautious-adaptive formulation.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Flexible frameworks for knowledge representation require new formalisms to generalize probabilities as in the possibility
theory [46,11,13], the imprecise probability theory [44] and the evidence theory [31]. The last one supports the partial
knowledge through evidence functions. It has been applied in various domains, as medical imaging [1], object extraction
[43,42], classiﬁcation [4,18,28,2], change detection [19,20], regression [23], and clustering [7,21]. Smets and Kennes [40] de-
sign the Transferable Belief Model (TBM) to represent a subjective interpretation (by an agent) of this theory. It stacks two-
level: (i) the credal level handles beliefs – estimation, updating, and combination – (ii) the pignistic level achieves the trans-
formation of belief into optimal decision. The most popular rule to combine beliefs is Dempster’s [31]. Smets [33] proposed a
modiﬁcation of the latter for the empty set to have a non-null mass, in the TBM framework, the so-called ‘conjunctive rule’.
Several recent works deal with the problem of source non-distinctness [12,26,27]. The conjunctive combination rule as-
sumes that the evidence sources are distinct whereas the cautious rules [12,6] assume that the items of evidence are at least
partially non-distinct and the assumed non-distinct part is maximized. Now the choice of a combination rule lies on the as-
sumed distinctness of sources. Two distinct sources may provide very close (and thus highly correlated) bbas, whereas two
correlated sources may provide different bbas (although with a low probability). Therefore, it seems doubtful that the com-
bination rule depend (only) on the bbas to be combined. The present study deals with a priori information about evidence
distinctness. We propose a novel rule called ‘cautious-adaptive’, parameterized to cope with partial non-distinctness be-
tween evidences. Here, a priori information about evidence distinctness is derived from prior knowledge. As an alternative,
empirical knowledge (e.g., learned on training data) about the sources [26,27] could be used to select a suitable rule of
combination.. All rights reserved.
allel).
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tures of the evidence theory, the proposed cautious-adaptive rule is introduced ﬁrst in the case of separable bbas, and second
in the case of consonant bbas. Section 3 deals with the continuous case. Its organization is similar to that of Section 2. Note
that the consonant (discrete or continuous) case is a subcase of separable bbas. The reasons for focussing on it are twofold.
First, when knowledge is modeled by a pignistic probability density [28], among the large number of isopignistic belief den-
sities (i.e. inducing the same pignistic probability density), the Least Commitment Principle (in common words: ‘do not add
information, when You do not know’) induces a consonant belief density. Second, we will prove supplementary properties.
Section 4 shows an explicit example of this rule in the Gaussian pignistic probability case. It is illustrated with results ob-
tained in a real application, namely the combination of remote sensing vegetation indices, which are combinations of mea-
surements at two wavelengths (sometimes strongly correlated). Section 5 gathers our conclusions and perspectives.
2. Evidence theory: discrete case
2.1. General features
2.1.1. Evidential functions and informational orderings
We note X ¼ fh1; . . . ; hng the frame of discernment. The basic belief assignment or mass (bba, m), belief (bel), plausibility
(pl) and commonality (q) are evidential functions deﬁned from 2X to [0, 1], such that [31]:X
A#X
mðAÞ ¼ 1;belð;Þ ¼ 0, plð;Þ ¼ 0 and qð;Þ ¼ 1 and 8A#X n ;,
belðAÞ ¼ P
;–B#A
mðBÞ;
plðAÞ ¼ P
B\A–;
mðBÞ;
qðAÞ ¼ P
BA
mðBÞ:For any hypothesis A#X, mðAÞ is the part of belief that supports A and that does not support any subset B of A ðB ( AÞ. Here
we express bel, pl and q as functions ofm. However, there are one to one correspondences between these evidential functions
[37]. By deﬁnition, the focal elements ofX are the hypotheses with non-null masses, and a bba is called normal (respectively,
non-dogmatic) if ; is not a focal element (respectively, X is a focal element). Finally, a bba m is called consonant if all the
focal elements are nested: 8A;B#X, mðAÞ – 0 and mðBÞ – 0) A#B or B#A.
Deﬁning an ordering relationship (v) between bbas [45] allows comparison between evidences. Among the possible
ordering relationships, Dubois et al. [12] consider the pl-ordering ðvplÞ, q-ordering ðvqÞ and s-ordering ðvsÞ. For two bbas
m1 and m2, m1 vpl m2 means that 8A 2 X, pl1ðAÞ 6 pl2ðAÞ, and m1 vq m2 means 8A 2 X, q1ðAÞ 6 q2ðAÞ. Now m1 vs m2 means
that there is a non-negative function S from 2X  2X to ½0;1 verifying 8B 2 X;PA#BSðB;AÞ ¼ 1, and such that:m1ðAÞ ¼
X
B=A#B
SðB;AÞm2ðBÞ: ð1ÞS is called a specialization function [45,17].
vs impliesvpl and vq. In general, no other implication can be given. In the sequel another ordering will be introduced: the
w-ordering. Using the notation introduced in [12], m1 vx m2 according to an ordering x 2 fpl; q; s;wg means that m2 is less
committed than m1 (m1 is more committed than m2). Referring to an ordering x, we note x-LCbba the least committed bba
and x-MCbba the most committed bba of a set of bbas. Note that because all orderings are only partial, LCbba and MCbba
may not exist. SxðmÞ and GxðmÞ are the sets of, respectively, more committed and less committed bbas than a given bba
m according to the ordering x.
2.1.2. Evidence combination and decision
In the Transferable Belief Model (TBM), [31,40] combine two distinct evidences E1 and E2 (with bbasm1 andm2) using the
conjunctive rule ð Þ:
8A#X and A– ;; m1 m2ðAÞ ¼
X
X\Y¼A
m1ðXÞm2ðYÞ:For q1 and q2 the commonality functions related to m1 and m2, the commonality of m1 m2 is:q1 2ðAÞ ¼ q1ðAÞq2ðAÞ; 8A#X:
Justiﬁcations of this rule are based on the Principle of Minimal Commitment (PMC) [45,9,10,17,24].
For two non-distinct evidences E1 and E2, [34,12] deﬁne a general principle to obtain a rule able to handle the redundancy
between two evidences according to some x-ordering:
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Depending on x, it may be restricted to particular belief functions. Two instances have been speciﬁed:
(1) the Dubois–Prade–Smets (DPS) cautious rule [12] for consonant bbas and x ¼ q;
(2) Denux’s cautious rule [6] for non-dogmatic belief functions and x ¼ w.
Here these two rules are, respectively, called q-cautious andw-cautious. Assuming that cautious combination has been spec-
iﬁed (e.g., one of the two cited instances), the concept of correlation (represented by a bba m0, and called ‘ev-correlation’ in
the following) underlying any combination rule able to deal with non-distinct evidences (bbas m1 and m2) was deﬁned by
Smets [34] as follows:q0ðAÞ ¼
q1 2ðAÞ
q1 2ðAÞ
; 8A#X: ð2ÞThe conjunctive rule uses any information provided by the two sources. Conversely, a cautious rule distinguishes the redun-
dant information to consider it only once, and assumes this redundant information equals the ev-correlation. Then, assuming
that m0 is a bba (depending on the used cautious rule, m0 may not be a bba), the conjunctive combination can be written as
follows:m1 2 ¼ m0 m1 2: ð3ÞAccording to Smets [36], the decombination consists in removing the information given by q1 2 from q1 2. Using the decom-
bination operator, noted ø, (2) becomes [36]: m0 ¼ m1 2 oslash m1 2.
In the TBM, having combined all evidences to consider, a decision should be taken. When this decision is between the
singletons of X, Smets [39] proposes the following transformation of a given bba m to a probability distribution called pig-
nistic probability (pig):8h 2 X; pigðhÞ ¼
X
A#X:h2A
1
jAj
mðAÞ
1mð;Þ :2.1.3. Canonical decomposition
According to Shafer [31], a bba m is a simple support function (SSF) if 9A ( X and wðAÞ 2 ½0;1 such that:mðXÞ ¼ wðAÞ; if X ¼ X;
¼ 1wðAÞ; if X ¼ A;
¼ 0; otherwise:
8><
>:Such a bba is noted AwðAÞ. Now, according to Denux [6], m is a separable bba if:m ¼
A ( X
AwðAÞ: ð4ÞExtending the w variation domain to ½0;þ1Þ, Smets [36] proves that there is a unique decomposition of any non-dogmatic
bba according (4), and:8A ( X; wðAÞ ¼
Y
XA
qðXÞð1ÞjXjjAjþ1 : ð5ÞUsing the similarity of logðwðAÞÞ ¼ PXAð1ÞjXjjAj logðqðXÞÞ with the relationship deriving m from q [37]:
mðAÞ ¼PBAð1ÞjBjjAjqðBÞ, and the fact that evidential function relationships are one to one, we infer the relationship deriv-
ing log q from logw:logðqðAÞÞ ¼ logðqðXÞÞ 
X
X ( X=A#X
logðwðXÞÞ: ð6ÞThe analogy between the relationships deriving m from q and  logw from logq will allow to extend the deﬁnition of w in
the continuous case.
Besides, for m1 ¼ A#XA
w1ðAÞ and m2 ¼ A#XA
w2ðAÞ, m1 2 ¼ A#XA
w1ðAÞw2ðAÞ:
Denux [6] introduces the w-ordering ðvwÞ: m1 ¼ A#XA
w1ðAÞ, m2 ¼ A#XA
w2ðAÞ, m1 vw m2 if and only if 8A ( X
w1ðAÞ 6 w2ðAÞ. vw implies vs. Then, Denux [6] proposes the w-cautious rule for non-dogmatic bbas:m1 w2 ¼ w LCbbafSwðm1Þ \Swðm2Þg: ð7Þ
w1 w2ðAÞ ¼minfw1ðAÞ;w2ðAÞg, 8A ( X. Existence and unicity are here ensured.
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To combine non-reliable sources, Shafer [31] proposed the discounting process [see also Smets [35]]. The reliability of an
evidence E (bba m) is quantiﬁed by ð1 aÞ, where a 2 ½0;1, and the discounted bba ðamÞ is:amðXÞ ¼ ð1 aÞmðXÞ; if X ( X;
amðXÞ ¼ ð1 aÞmðXÞ þ a:
Mercier et al. [22] generalized Shafer’s discounting by proposing the contextual discounting. Whereas classical discounting
deals with the global reliability of a source, the contextual discounting allows to deal with the reliability of each element of
X.
Directly, the discounting of a SSF bba m ¼ Aw results in an increasing of w, such that ðaAÞw ¼ ð1 aAÞwþ aA. Now, a sep-
arable bba ðm ¼
A ( X
AwÞ can be written and interpreted as a (conjunctive) combination of a set of evidences fEA;A ( Xg.
The so-called ‘generalized discounting’ consists then in the discounting of each evidence EA separately before combination:
ða!wÞm ¼
A ( X
A
ðaA Þw, where a ¼ faA;A ( Xg.
Now, the generalized discounting differs from the contextual discounting proposed by Mercier et al. [22].
Let us use a very simple example both to illustrate generalized discounting process and its difference with contextual
discounting.
Example 1. Let X ¼ fh1; h2; h3g, m be a non-dogmatic normalized bba over X, focal elements are
fx1 ¼ fh1g;x2 ¼ fh1; h2g;x3 ¼ Xg. qðx1Þ ¼ 1, qðx2Þ ¼ mðx2Þ þmðx3Þ and qðx3Þ ¼ qðfh1; h3gÞ ¼ qðfh2; h3gÞ ¼ mðx3Þ,wðx1Þ ¼ qðx2Þqðfh1; h3gÞqðx1Þqðx3Þ ¼ mðx2Þ þmðx3Þ )
ðax1 Þwðx1Þ ¼ ð1 ax1 Þðmðx2Þ þmðx3ÞÞ þ ax1 ;
wðx2Þ ¼ qðx3Þqðx2Þ ¼
mðx3Þ
mðx2Þ þmðx3Þ )
ðax2 Þwðx2Þ ¼ ð1 ax2 Þmðx3Þmðx2Þ þmðx3Þ þ ax2 :
ð8ÞTherefore,
ða!wÞmðx1Þ ¼ 1 ðax1 Þwðx1Þ ¼ ð1 ax1 Þmðx1Þ;
ða!wÞmðx2Þ ¼ ð1 ðax2 Þwðx2ÞÞðax1 Þwðx1Þ ¼ ð1 ax2 Þð1 ax1 Þmðx2Þ þ
ð1 ax2 Þax1mðx2Þ
1mðx1Þ :
ð9ÞNow, according to Mercier et al. [22], the contextual discounting of m could be written for a given xi ði 2 f1;2gÞ as a linear
combination of mðx1Þ; . . . ;mðxiÞ. However, as shown in (9), ða!wÞmðx2Þ does not depend linearly on ðmðx1Þ;mðx2ÞÞ, point-
ing out the difference between these two kinds of discounting.
Finally, if m1 and m2 are two separable bbas and m1 vw m2, m2 can be viewed as a generalized discounting of
m1 ðm2 ¼ ða!wÞm1Þ. We deﬁne the anti-discounting as the inverse operator of the discounting. Given a bba (m), a more com-
mitted bba following the ordering vw is an anti-discounting of m and will be noted a!wm. In our case, m1 ¼ a!wm2. The anti-
discounting generalizes the notion of dediscounting proposed by Denux and Smets [8] in the case of classical discounting.
Note that classical discounting is not, in general, a particular case of generalized discounting, except in the consonant case as
we will see.
2.2. Proposed fusion model: separable case
In this section, we deal with separable bbas and we consider the w-cautious rule [5,6]. It allows to specify the notion of
ev-correlation between sources and the proposed rule that varies from the conjunctive rule to the cautious one according to
the source distinctness.
Proposition 1. Let m1 and m2 be separable bbas. The ev-correlation m0 deﬁned by (2) is a well-deﬁned separable bba such
that:m0 ¼ A ( XA
maxfw1ðAÞ;w2ðAÞg: ð10ÞMoreover,m0 ¼ wMCbbaðGwðm1Þ \ Gwðm2ÞÞ: ð11ÞProof. We prove only the ﬁrst assertion since the second one deduces.
Let m1 ¼ A ( XA
w1ðAÞ and m2 ¼ A ( XA
w2ðAÞ. Let m ¼
A ( X
Amaxfw1ðAÞ;w2ðAÞg, m is a well-deﬁned separable bba,
moreover,m m1 w2 ¼ A ( XA
maxfw1ðAÞ;w2ðAÞg
A ( X
Aminfw1ðAÞ;w2ðAÞg ¼
A ( X
Aw1ðAÞw2ðAÞ;¼ m1 2:
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q1 2
q1 w2
¼ q0:Therefore, m0 is a well-deﬁned separable bba. h
The ev-correlation is a function of Dempster’s and cautious rules that aim at estimating the actual evidence correlation
but may differ from it: for example in the case of evidences E1 and E2 being distinct but having exactly the same bba,
m0 ¼ m1 ¼ m2, whereas if E1 and E2 are completely distinct their actual evidence correlation is the vacuous bba. In this case
of two distinct evidences, the use of the conjunctive combination appears right since it will reinforce the assumptions sup-
ported by each evidence. Conversely, when the evidences are non-distinct, the relevance of the conjunctive rule is question-
able. However, the systematic use of the cautious rule may also be arguable since, as seen, it may overestimate the actual
evidence correlation. Here we propose to parameterize the non-distinctness by a parameter . 2 ½0;1 such that . ¼ 1
(respectively, . ¼ 0) means that the evidences are non-distinct (respectively, distinct), and, we propose the discounting of
the ev-correlation m0 according to .. m0 is then replaced by .!wm0. Let us deﬁne the w-cautious adaptive rule .w by:q1 .w2 ¼
q1 2
.!wq0
: ð12ÞRemark. .w is commutative but associativity occurs only when . 2 f0;1g.
Theorem 1. Let m1 and m2 be two separable bbas. m1 .w2 deﬁned in (12) is a well-deﬁned separable bba, and
m1 .w2 ¼ .!wm1 w2 ¼ .!wm1 w.!wm2.
Proof. m0 vw .!wm0, then there is m12 ¼ A ( XA
w12ðAÞ a separable bba such that m0 ¼ m12 .!wm0 ðq0 ¼ q12.!wq0Þq1 .w2 ¼
q1 2
.!wq0
¼
q12q1 2
q0
;
¼ q12q1 w2 ¼ .!wq1 w2:
Then, m1 .w2 is a well-deﬁned bba, and,m1 .w2 ¼ m12 m1 w2 ¼ A ( XA
w12ðAÞ
A ( X
Aminfw1ðAÞ;w2ðAÞg;
¼
A ( X
Aminfw12ðAÞw1ðAÞ;w12ðAÞw2ðAÞg;
¼ .!wm1 w.!wm2:
As a cautious combination of two separable bbas, m1 .w2 is a separable bba. h
Based on the Dubois–Prade family of t-norms, Denux [5] proposed a rule ð>DP. Þ for separable bba varying from the cau-
tious rule to the conjunctive one versus a parameter . 2 ½0;1 [note that, the [6] rule is not restricted to the separable case].
For m1 ¼ A ( XA
w1ðAÞ and m2 ¼ A ( XA
w2ðAÞ, m1>DP. m2 ¼ A ( XA
w1>DP. w2ðAÞ, where w1>DP. w2ðAÞ ¼ w1ðAÞw2ðAÞ=maxfw1ðAÞ;
w2ðAÞ;.g.
Other t-norm-based extensions of the cautious rule have been proposed in [25].
Example 2. Let m1 and m2 be two SSFs, such that 9A 2 X=m1 ¼ Aw1 and m2 ¼ Aw2 . m1 2 ¼ Aw1w2 , m1 w2 ¼ A
minfw1 ;w2g and
m0 ¼ Amaxfw1 ;w2g. Therefore, for a given . 2 ½0;1,m1 .w2 ¼ A
w1w2
ð1.Þmaxfw1 ;w2gþ.;
m1>DP. m2 ¼ A
w1w2
maxfw1 ;w2 ;.g:Let w1 ¼ w2 ¼ w, then,w1 .w2 ¼
w2
ð1 .Þwþ . ;
w1>DP. w2 ¼
w2
. ; if .P w;
w; otherwise:
(Fig. 1 shows the variation of w1 .w2ðAÞ and w1>
DP
. w2ðAÞ versus . for different values of w. When . varies from 0 to 1, w1 .w2
varies smoothly fromw1 w2 tow1 2, whereasw1>DP. w2 remains constant equal to w1 w2 until . ¼ w and then increases (un-
til w1 2ðAÞ). Hence, the >DP. rule does not depend on the . for w low values ðw < .Þ, i.e. for precise sources (having mass
mainly on the focal elements with lowest cardinal value). Now such an interpretation is difﬁcult to extend to separable bbas,
since their SSF decomposition may mix low and high values of w.
Fig. 1. Variation of w1 .
w
2ðAÞ and w1>DP. w2ðAÞ versus ., for m1 ¼ m2 ¼ Aw , corresponding, respectively, to the solid and dashed lines. The different grey
levels correspond to different values of w.
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We now focus on the consonant case that it is a subcase of the separable bbas considered in the previous Section. In this
case, there is an equivalence between the s and q ordering. This latter equivalence assures the existence of a different cau-
tious rule than previously: the one proposed by Dubois et al. [12]. Now, when both cautious rules exist (in the consonant
case for example), we choose the one giving the less committed bba according to the LCP. Now, given two consonant
bbas m1 and m2, m1 w2 vw mi; 8i 2 f1;2g, then m1 w2 vq mi; 8i 2 f1;2g, then m1 w2 2 fSqðm1Þ \Sqðm2Þg, thus
m1 w2 vq q-LCbbafSqðm1Þ \Sqðm2Þg, The w-cautious combination result been more committed than the q-cautious one,
the q-cautious rule is considered in this section.
Remark. When all used bbas are consonant, it is straightforward to write the majority of this section equations in terms of
possibility functions (and conversely). However we do not do so because: (i) we prefer keeping the same notations in
previous sections, in particular for the cautious-adaptive rule; (ii) in the actual considered application (in Section 4), we
combine both consonant and non-consonant evidence functions.
Let us consider a set D, D#2X, called the ‘consonant ordering set’, of n elements xi, xi#X, D ¼ fxi; i 2 f1; . . . ;ngg such
that:
 D includes all focal elements,
 8i 2 f1; . . . ;ng, jxij ¼ i, and
 8ði; jÞ 2 f1; . . . ;ng  f1; . . . ;ng=jP i, xi#xj.
From D, we deﬁne the permutation I of the singleton elements hj of X ðX ¼ fhIð1Þ; hIð2Þ; . . . ; hIðnÞgÞ such that 8i 2 f1; . . . ;ng,
xi ¼ fhIðjÞ; j 2 f1; . . . ; igg. Without lack of generality, we assume that elements of X are ordered in such a way that I is the
identity function: 8i 2 f1; . . . ;ng, xi ¼ fhj; j 2 f1; . . . ; igg.
2.3.1. Preliminary properties
The ﬁrst interesting feature of a consonant bba is its separability.
Theorem 2. Let m be a non-dogmatic consonant bba. m is separable and:8A ( X; wðAÞ ¼ 1mðAÞ
qðAÞ :Proof. Two different proofs exist that can be found, respectively, in [14,6]. h
Remark. Example 1 gives an illustration of Theorem 2 in a very simple case of three focal elements (the weight function of
the X subsets, not computed in Example 1, is equal to 1).
Remark. For a non-dogmatic consonant bba m with D consonant ordering set, m can be written as m ¼
x2Dx
wðxÞ, since
8A 2 2X n D, wðAÞ ¼ 1.
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A#X
AwðAÞ be a non-dogmatic consonant bba and D ¼ fx1; . . . ;xng the corresponding consonant order-
ing set. Then:mðAÞ ¼ ð1wðAÞÞ
Y
X2D;X+A
wðXÞ:In particular, 8i 2 f1; . . . ;ng:
mðxiÞ ¼ ð1wðxiÞÞ
Y
j2f1;...;i1g
wðxjÞ: ð13ÞProofwðAÞ ¼ 1mðAÞ
qðAÞ ) mðAÞ ¼ ð1wðAÞÞqðAÞ;Using (6),mðAÞ ¼ ð1wðAÞÞ
Y
X+A
wðXÞ:Finally, since 8X R D, wðXÞ ¼ 1,
mðAÞ ¼ ð1wðAÞÞ
Y
X2D;X+A
wðXÞ:Now, if 9i 2 f1; . . . ;ng such that A ¼ xi, then fX 2 D;X+Ag ¼ fxj=j 2 f1; . . . ; i 1gg. Therefore,
mðxiÞ ¼ ð1wðxiÞÞ
Y
wðxjÞ: j2f1;...;i1gProposition 3. Let m1 and m2 be two non-dogmatic consonant bbas with same D consonant ordering set. m1 vw m2 if and only if
q12 ¼ q1 ø q2 ¼ q1q2 is a commonality related to a well-deﬁned consonant bba over D.
Proof
 Direct sense: Let m1 ¼ x2Dxw1ðxÞ and m2 ¼ x2Dxw2ðxÞ. Since 8x 2 D w1ðxÞ 6 w2ðxÞ, then m ¼ x2Dx
w1 ðxÞ
w2 ðxÞ is a well-
deﬁned non-dogmatic consonant bba over D. Note that m1 ¼ m m2.
 Inverse sense: q12 exists then8i 2 f1; . . . ;n 1g; q12ðxiÞP q12ðxiþ1Þ ) q1ðxiÞq2ðxiÞ
P
q1ðxiþ1Þ
q2ðxiþ1Þ
) q2ðxiþ1Þ
q2ðxiÞ
P
q1ðxiþ1Þ
q1ðxiÞ
) 1m2ðxiÞ
q2ðxiÞ
P 1m1ðxiÞ
q1ðxiÞ
:Thus, according to Theorem 2, 8i 2 f1; . . . ;n 1g; w2ðxiÞP w1ðxiÞ then q1 vw q2. h
Theorem 3. Let m be a consonant bba and a 6 a0 2 ½0;1. am and a0m are consonant and am vw a0m.
Proof Since the focal elements of am and m are the same am is also consonant. Let A ( X,aqðAÞ ¼
X
BA
amðBÞ;
¼ ð1 aÞ
X
BA
mðBÞ þ a;
¼ ð1 aÞqðAÞ þ a:
Let am ¼
A ( X
A
awðAÞ and a0m ¼
A ( X
A
a0wðAÞ. Let A ( XawðAÞ ¼ 1 mðAÞ
qðAÞ þ a1a
:Now a 6 a0 ) 11a 6 11a0 ) a1a 6 a
0
1a0. Thus from previous equality,awðAÞ 6 1 mðAÞ
qðAÞ þ a01a0
¼ a0wðAÞ:Then, am vw a0m. h
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generalized discounting.2.3.2. Combination speciﬁcation
For two consonant bbas m1 and m2, Dubois et al. [13] show that the bba m1 q2 deﬁned by q1 q2 ¼minfq1; q2g is the un-
ique optimal cautious solution following the q-ordering. Recall that this q-cautious rule was proposed to combine two
sources when they provide only a betting about the information dealt with. Then, the corresponding q-LCbba are consonant,
and to combine them Dubois et al. [13] use this q-cautious rule, that corresponds to the pointwise minimum of possibility
distributions.
Let us consider the two consonant bbasm1 andm2, letm such thatm 2Ssðm1Þ \Ssðm2Þ. Since, vs implies vq, therefore q
the communality corresponding tom satisﬁes q 6 minfq1; q2g ¼ q1 q2. Now, since q1 q2 vq q1 and q1 q2 vq q2, and according
to the equivalence between the q-ordering and s-ordering in the consonant case [10,14], q1 q2 vs q1 and q1 q2 vs q2. Thus,
q1 q2 2Ssðm1Þ \Ssðm2Þ. Therefore,q1 q2 ¼ q-LCbbafSsðm1Þ \Ssðm2Þg: ð14ÞRecall that Smets [34] deﬁnes the ev-correlation ðm0Þ between two bbas m1 and m2 as q0 ¼
q
1 2
q1 q2
. For consonant bbas:q0 ¼
q1 2
q1 q2
¼ q1q2
minfq1; q2g
;
¼maxfq1; q2g:Theorem 4. Let m1 and m2 be two consonant bbas with same consonant ordering set (D). q0 ¼maxfq1; q2g is a well-deﬁned
consonant bba andm0 ¼ q-MCbbaðGsðm1Þ \ Gsðm2ÞÞ:Proof. Let D ¼ fx1; . . . ;xng and 8i 2 f1; . . . ;ng, xi ¼ h1 [    [ hi. Let A#X, with cardinal j, by sorting its element index
sequence ðIðkÞÞk2f1;...;jg such that Ið1Þ < Ið2Þ <    < IðjÞ, A can be written as hIð1Þ [    [ hIðjÞ. According to Shafer [31], m0 is a
well-deﬁned consonant bba if and only if q0ðAÞ ¼mink2f1;...;jgfq0ðhIðkÞÞg and q0ðAÞ 2 ½0;1. Here,q0ðAÞ ¼maxfq1ðAÞ; q2ðAÞg;
¼maxf min
k2f1;...;jg
fq1ðhIðkÞÞg; min
k2f1;...;jg
fq2ðhIðkÞÞgg;
¼maxfq1ðhIðjÞÞ; q2ðhIðjÞÞg;
¼ min
k2f1;...;jg
fmaxfq1ðhIðkÞÞ; q2ðhIðkÞÞgg;
¼ min
k2f1;...;jg
fq0ðhIðkÞÞg:Therefore m0 is a well-deﬁned consonant bba.
Now, m1 and m2 are both consonant andm1 vq m0. Using the equivalence between vs and vq in the consonant case then
m1 vs m0, and similarly, m2 vs m0, therefore, m0 2 Gsðm1Þ \ Gsðm2Þ.
Also, since vs implies vq, then 8m 2 Gsðm1Þ \ Gsðm2Þ, qðAÞPmaxfq1ðAÞ; q2ðAÞg. Therefore qðAÞP q0ðAÞ thenm0 vq m.m0
is then the most committed bba in term of q-ordering in Gsðm1Þ \ Gsðm2Þ. h
Proposition 4. Let m1 and m2 be two consonant bbas over the same ordering set such that m1 vq m2.
m1 q2 ¼ s-LCbbafSsðm1Þ \Ssðm2Þg and m0 ¼ s-MCbbafGsðm1Þ \ Gsðm2Þg.
Proof. On the one hand, due to the equivalence between vs and vq in the consonant case, m1 vq m2 ) m1 vs m2, then
Ssðm1Þ#Ssðm2Þ thus Ssðm1Þ ¼ Ssðm1Þ \Ssðm2Þ and Gsðm2Þ#Gsðm1Þ thus Gsðm2Þ ¼ Gsðm1Þ \ Gsðm2Þ. On the other hand,
m1 ¼ s-LCbbafSsðm1Þg and m2 ¼ s-MCbbafGsðm2Þg. Therefore, m1 ¼ s-LCbbafSsðm1Þ \Ssðm2Þg and m2 ¼ s-MCbbafGsðm1Þ\
Gsðm2Þg.
Since m1 vq m2 then m1 2 ¼ m1 and m0 ¼ m2, then ﬁnally m1 2 ¼ s-LCbbafSsðm1Þ \Ssðm2Þg and m0 ¼
s-MCbbafGsðm1Þ \ Gsðm2Þg. h
As in the separable case, let deﬁne the q-cautious-adaptive rule according to a degree of non-distinctness ð. 2 ½0;1Þ .q
by:q1 .q2 ¼
q1 2
.!wq0
: ð15Þ
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m1 .q2 deﬁned in (15) is a well-deﬁned consonant bba over D, and q1 .q2 ¼ .!wq1 q2 ¼ .!wq1 q.!wq2.
Proof. m0 vw .!wm0, then following Proposition 3 (direct sense) and Theorem 3, there is q12 a consonant bba over D such
that q12 ¼ q0.!wq0.q1 .q2 ¼
q1 2
.!wq0
¼
q12q1 2
q0
;
¼ q12q1 q2 ¼ .!wq1 q2;
¼ q12 minfq1; q2g ¼minfq12q1; q12q2g;
¼ .!wq1 q.!wq2:Hence, m1 .q2 is a cautious combination of two consonant bbas having the same consonant ordering D, therefore it is also a
consonant bba over D. h
Remark. Let consider the same assumption as Theorem 5, then the existence of q1 .q2 could be shown as follows. Since
q1 2 ø q0 exits then according to Proposition 3 (inverse sense) q1 2 vw q0. Now, as q0 vw .!wq0 then q1 2 vw .!wq0, thus
according to Proposition 3 (direct sense) q1 .q2 exists.3. Evidence theory: continuous case
3.1. General features
In this section, we summarize the main concepts of evidence theory extension to the case of a continuous frame of dis-
cernment proposed by [38]. Besides, a new function called the ‘canonical weight function’ is proposed. Its interest appears
for source combination and discounting generalization.
3.1.1. Basic belief density and associated functions
The evidence theory has been extended to continuous real case (namely the interval [0, 1]) as follows [32,41,28,38,3]: bba
m is replaced by a density f deﬁned from each interval of [0, 1] to Rþ, called basic belief density (bbd) and verifying:Z x¼1
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼x
f ðx; yÞdxdy ¼ 1:bel, pl and q are deﬁned accordingly [38]: 8ða; bÞ 2 ½0;12=bP abelð½a; bÞ ¼
Z x¼b
x¼a
Z y¼b
y¼x
f ðx; yÞdxdy;
plð½a; bÞ ¼
Z x¼b
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼maxfa;xg
f ðx; yÞdxdy;
qð½a; bÞ ¼
Z x¼a
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼b
f ðx; yÞdxdy:By differentiation q, one obtains [38]:f ða; bÞ ¼  o
2qð½a; bÞ
oaob
: ð16ÞFinally, the pignistic probability Betf is deﬁned as [38]:8a 2 ½0;1Þ; Betf ðaÞ ¼ lim
!0
Z x¼a
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼aþ
f ðx; yÞ
y x dxdy: ð17Þ3.1.2. Bbd ordering, combination and discounting
The specialization operator s [38] is such that: 8a; b 2 ½0;1=bP a and 8x; y 2 ½0;1=yP x,sða; bjx; yÞ ¼ 0; if ½a; b ½x; y;Z a¼y
a¼x
Z b¼y
b¼a
sða; bjx; yÞdbda ¼ 1:
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Z x¼a
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼b
sða; bjx; yÞf1ðx; yÞdbda:Concerning the fpl; q; sg-orderings, deﬁnitions are identical to the discrete case.
Smets [38] deﬁnes the conjunctive combination of two bbds f1 and f2 as:f1 2ða; bÞ ¼ f1ða; bÞ
Z x¼a
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼b
f2ðx; yÞdydxþ f2ða; bÞ
Z x¼a
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼b
f1ðx; yÞdydxþ
Z x¼a
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼b
½f1ðx; bÞf2ða; yÞ
þ f1ða; yÞf2ðx; bÞdydx:For a given bbd f, the discounting by a factor a 2 ½0;1 gives a new bbd af :8a; b 2 ½0;1=a 6 b; af ða; bÞ ¼ ð1 aÞf ða; bÞ þ adða;1 bÞ;where dðu;vÞ ¼ dðuÞdðvÞ is the two dimension Dirac function that is non-null if and only if u ¼ v ¼ 0.
3.1.3. Canonical weight function
Here, we propose a method extending the canonical decomposition of a non-dogmatic bbd to the continuous case. Let us
assume that the normalized bbd f is a non-negative distribution over all intervals of [0, 1] such thatlim
ex!0þ
lim
ey!0þ
Z ex
x¼0
Z 1
y¼1ey
f ðx; yÞdydx ¼ aand a 2 ð0;1. Thus, qð½0;1Þ ¼ a > 0, ensuring a non-dogmatic bbd.
From the analogy between the ðm; qÞ relationship and the ð logw; log qÞ one, let us deﬁne u as the density of  logw in
the continuous case in ½0;1  ½0;1 by analogy with (16):8a; b 2 ½0;1=bP a; uða; bÞ ¼  o
2 logðqð½a; bÞÞ
oaob
: ð18Þu is called the ‘canonical weight function’ (cwf) and q can be expressed as a function of u as follows:8ða; bÞ 2 ½0;12=bP 0; qð½a; bÞ ¼ qð½0;1Þ exp
Z x¼a
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼b
uðx; yÞdydx
 
: ð19ÞTheorem 6. Let f be a non-dogmatic bbd and u its cwf. 8a; b 2 ½0;1 such that bP a:f ða; bÞ ¼ qð½0;1Þ~f ða; bÞ;
~f ða; bÞ ¼ uða; bÞ þ
Z x¼a
x¼0
uðx; bÞdx
Z y¼1
y¼b
uða; yÞdy
 
exp
Z x¼a
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼b
uðx; yÞdydx
 
:Prooff ða; bÞ ¼  o
2qð½a; bÞ
oaob
¼  o
2
oaob
qð½0;1Þ exp
Z x¼a
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼b
uðx; yÞdydx
  
;
¼ qð½0;1Þ o
ob

Z y¼1
y¼b
uða; yÞdy
 
exp
Z x¼a
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼b
uðx; yÞdydx
  
;
¼ qð½0;1Þ uða; bÞ þ
Z x¼a
x¼0
uðx; bÞdx
Z y¼1
y¼b
uða; yÞdy
 
exp
Z x¼a
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼b
uðx; yÞdydx
 
;
¼ qð½0;1Þ~f ða; bÞ: 
Using u, we can derive f from qð½0;1Þ. Now, as in the discrete case, assuming that the bbd is normalized, one can derive
the value of qð½0;1Þ:qð½0;1Þ ¼ 1R a¼1
a¼0
R b¼1
b¼a
~f ða; bÞdbda
: ð20ÞDeﬁnition 1. We deﬁne f bbd as separable if for each interval ½a; b# ½0;1, uða; bÞP 0.
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R a¼1
a¼0
R b¼1
b¼a uða; bÞdbda exists thenR a¼1
a¼0
R b¼1
b¼a
~f ða; bÞdbda exists.
Proof. From Theorem 6, and non-negativeness of u, ~f ða; bÞP 0, 8a; b 2 ½0;1=bP a. Then, to show that R a¼1a¼0 R b¼1b¼a ~f ða; bÞdbda
exists, it is sufﬁcient to show that it is dominatedZ a¼1
a¼0
Z b¼1
b¼a
~f ða; bÞdbda ¼
Z a¼1
a¼0
Z b¼1
b¼a
o2
oaob
exp
Z x¼a
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼b
uðx; yÞdxdy
  
dbda;
¼
Z a¼1
a¼0
Z b¼1
b¼a
o
ob

Z y¼1
y¼b
uða; yÞdy
 
exp
Z x¼a
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼b
uðx; yÞdxdy
  
dbda;
¼
Z a¼1
a¼0
Z y¼1
y¼a
uða; yÞdy
 
exp
Z x¼a
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼a
uðx; yÞdxdy
 
da:Since uðx; yÞP 0 then R x¼ax¼0 R y¼ay¼x uðx; yÞdydxP 0, thereforeZ a¼1
a¼0
Z b¼1
b¼a
~f ða; bÞdbda 6
Z a¼1
a¼0
Z y¼1
y¼a
uða; yÞdy
 
exp
Z x¼a
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼x
uðx; yÞdydx
 
da;
6 exp
Z x¼1
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼x
uðx; yÞdydx
 
 exp
Z x¼0
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼x
uðx; yÞdydx
 zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{P0
;
6 exp
Z x¼1
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼x
uðx; yÞdydx
 
 1:Then
R a¼1
a¼0
R b¼1
b¼a
~f ða; bÞdbda is dominated. h
Theorem 7. Let u be a non-negative distribution over each interval of [0, 1] such that
R a¼1
a¼0
R b¼1
b¼a uða; bÞdbda exists. The function f
deﬁned as in Theorem 6 with qð½0;1Þ deﬁned by (20) is a well-deﬁned normalized bbd.
Proof. From Theorem 6, and non-negativeness of u, f ða; bÞP 0, 8a; b 2 ½0;1=bP a. From Proposition 1 and qð½0;1Þ expres-
sion (20), qð½0;1Þ – 0, then f – 0. Finally, according to qð½0;1Þ deﬁnition (20), f is normalized. h
Theorem 8. Let f1 and f2 be two non-dogmatic bbds. Their conjunctive combination f1 2 satisﬁes:8a; b 2 ½0;1=bP a; u1 2ða; bÞ ¼ u1ða; bÞ þ u2ða; bÞ:Proofu1 2ða; bÞ ¼ 
o2 logðq1 2ð½a; bÞÞ
oaob
¼  o
2 logðq1ð½a; bÞq2ð½a; bÞÞ
oaob
;
¼ o
2 logðq1ð½a; bÞÞ þ logðq2ð½a; bÞÞð Þ
oaob
;
¼ o
2 logðq1ð½a; bÞÞ
oaob
 o
2 logðq2ð½a; bÞÞ
oaob
;
¼u1ða; bÞ þ u2ða; bÞ: Deﬁnition 2. We deﬁne the space B of bbds f deﬁned in [0, 1] by: f 2 B if and only if f is non-dogmatic and u the corre-
sponding cwf satisﬁes:Z a¼1
a¼0
Z b¼1
b¼a
uða; bÞdbda

 < þ1:
Remark. The space B deﬁnition could be extended to bbd f deﬁned over all intervals of a given closed interval I#R.
Proposition 5. For all bbd f, if f is non-dogmatic and separable, then it belongs to B.
Proof.
R a¼1
a¼0
R b¼1
b¼a f ða; bÞdbda exists, since qð½0;1Þ > 0 then
R a¼1
a¼0
R b¼1
b¼a
~f ða; bÞdbda exits. As 8a; b 2 ½0;1=bP a,
0 6 uða; bÞ 6 ~f ða; bÞ then R a¼1a¼0 R b¼1b¼a uða; bÞdbda exists. h
Proposition 6. Let f1; f2 2 B such that 8a; b 2 ½0;1=bP a; u1ða; bÞP u2ða; bÞ. There is a separable bbd f3 such that f1 ¼ f2 3.
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R a¼1
a¼0
R b¼1
b¼a uiða; bÞdbda exists thenR a¼1
a¼0
R b¼1
b¼a uða; bÞdbda exists. Hence, according to Theorem 7, there is f bbd such that u is its following cwf. Therefore, accord-
ing to Theorem 8, f1 ¼ f2 f . h
Remark. Although f3 is separable, Proposition 6 may be true for non-separable bbd f1. Indeed, u2 sign being unknown, the
condition u3 P 0 is not sufﬁcient to determine u1 sign, i.e. the separability (or not) of f1.
In the following of the study, we extend the w-ordering deﬁnition to the continuous case: the u-ordering ðvuÞ as:
Deﬁnition 3. Let f1; f2 2 B. We say that f1 vu f 2 if 8a; b 2 ½0;1=bP a;u1ða; bÞP u2ða; bÞ.
Remark. Since there is f3 such that f1 ¼ f2 f3 (Proposition 6), then, f1 vs f 2. Hence, in space B, vu implies vs.
As in Section 2.1.4, we extend the discounting notion as follows:
Deﬁnition 4. Let f1 and f2 be two normalized separable bbds. If f1 vu f 2 then f2 is a generalized discounting of f1, we note
f2 ¼ a!uf1. By the same way, we deﬁne and note the anti-discounting by f1 ¼ a!uf2.
Denux’s cautious rule can now be extended to non-dogmatic separable bbds.
Theorem 9. Let f1 and f2 be two separable bbds. f deﬁned through its cwfu ¼maxfu1;u2g; ð21Þ
is a well-deﬁned non-dogmatic separable bbd, andf ¼ u LCbbaðSuðf1Þ \Suðf2ÞÞ: ð22ÞProof. 8a; b 2 ½0;1=bP a, u1ða; bÞP 0 and u2ða; bÞP 0, then uða; bÞ ¼maxfu1ða; bÞ;u2ða; bÞgP 0. Moreover, 8i 2 f1;2g,R a¼1
a¼0
R b¼1
b¼a uiða; bÞdbda exists then
R a¼1
a¼0
R b¼1
b¼a uða; bÞdbda exists. Hence, according to Theorem 7, there is f bbd such that u is
its following cwf.
uP u1 then u1 vu u, and similarly u2 vu u, therefore f 2Suðf1Þ \Suðf2Þ. Now, 8f 0 2Suðf1Þ \Suðf2Þ, its corresponding
cwf u0 should satisfy: u0 Pmaxfu1;u2g, so u0 P u, so f vu f 0, so f ¼ u LCbbafSuðf1Þ \Suðf2Þg. h
Deﬁnition 5. Let f1 and f2 be two separable bbds. We deﬁne the u-cautious rule as followsu1 uu2 ¼maxfu1;u2g: ð23ÞRemark. The u-cautious rule is idempotent, i.e. u uu ¼ u.3.2. Proposed fusion model: separable case
We now deal with separable bbds and the cautious rule [6]. The ev-correlation is deﬁned as in the discrete case based on
(2).
Proposition 7. Let f1 and f2 be two separable bbds. q0 deﬁned as in (2) is a well-deﬁned separable bbd, such that the
corresponding cwf veriﬁesu0 ¼minfu1;u2g ¼ u1 2  u1 2: ð24ÞMoreover, the corresponding bbd f0 satisﬁesf0 ¼ uMCbbaðGuðf1Þ \ Guðf2ÞÞ: ð25ÞProof. Let u1 and u2 be the cwf corresponding to sources 1 and 2, respectively. Let u ¼minfu1;u2g. 8ða; bÞ 2 ½0;12=bP a,
u1ða; bÞP 0 and u2ða; bÞP 0, then uða; bÞP 0. Moreover, 8i 2 f1;2g,
R a¼1
a¼0
R b¼1
b¼a uiða; bÞdbda exists, then
R a¼1
a¼0
R b¼1
b¼a uða; bÞdbda
exists. Therefore, according to Theorem 7, there is a well-deﬁned normalized separable bbd f such that u is its corresponding
cwf. Moreover,u u1 u2 ¼minfu1;u2g þmaxfu1;u2g ¼ u1 þ u2;
¼ u1 2:Then, q ¼
q
1 2
q1 u2
¼ q0. Therefore, q0 is a well-deﬁned separable bbd. h
For the deﬁnition of the u-cautious-adaptive rule ð .uÞ, we propose the discounting of f0 based on the degree of non-dis-
tinctness ð. 2 ½0;1Þ.
1 For
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q1 2
.!uq0
: ð26ÞTheorem 10. Let f1 and f2 be two separable bbds. f1 .u2 deﬁned by (26) is a well-deﬁned separable bbd, and q1 .u2 ¼.!uq1 u2 ¼ .!uq1 u.!uq2.
Proof. f0 vu .!uf0, then there is f12 a separable bbd such that f0 ¼ .!uf0 f12 ðq0 ¼ q12.!uq0Þ.q1 .u2 ¼
q1 2
.!uq0
¼
q12q1 2
q0
;
¼ q12q1 u2 ¼ .!uq1 u2:Therefore, m1 .u2 is a well deﬁned bbd, and,u1 .u2
¼ u12 u1 u2 ¼ u12 þ u1 u2;
¼ u12 þmaxfu1;u2g ¼maxfu1 þ u12|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
vuu1
;u2 þ u12|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
vuu2
g;
¼ maxf.!uu1; .!uu2g;
¼ .!uu1 u.!uu2:Being a cautious combination of separable bbds, f1 .u2 is a separable bbd. h
3.3. Proposed model: consonant case
3.3.1. Preliminary properties
In the continuous case, the focal elements are nested intervals. For a given interval length u, there is at most one focal
interval ðIu ¼ ½au; buÞ and if u > u0, Iu0  Iu. Note that the number of focal intervals could be inﬁnite [38]. In this case, f
can be expressed as follows: f ða; buÞ ¼ hðbuÞdða auÞ [38]. In the following, for notation simplicity, we consider the function
hðbÞ rather than f and we assume that b 2 ½0;1.1 In this case, the relationships between h, pl and q are [29]:plð½b; bÞ ¼
Z x¼1
x¼b
hðxÞdx ¼ qð½0; bÞ ¼ qð½b; bÞ;
hðbÞ ¼  q0ð½0; bÞ:For notation simplicity, qð½0; bÞ will be noted plðbÞ and qðbÞ.
Proposition 8. Let f be a normalized non-dogmatic consonant bbd. u the corresponding cwf satisﬁes uðx; yÞ – 0 only if
9u 2 Rþ=ðx; yÞ ¼ ðau; buÞ.
Proof. Let u be a given interval length and ðau; buÞ 2 ½0;12=bu P au the unique couple for which f ðau; buÞ– 0. We have then
to prove that8x 2 ½au;1 n fbug; uð½au; xÞ ¼ 0;
8x 2 ½0; au; uð½x; auÞ ¼ 0;
8y 2 ½0; bu n faug; uð½y; buÞ ¼ 0;
8y 2 ½bu;1; uð½bu; yÞ ¼ 0:
8>><
>>: ð27ÞHere, we prove only a sub-part of the ﬁrst assertion when x 2 ½au; buÞ (the others can be processed by the same way). Let
z0 2 ½0; au then 9u0 > u=Iu0 ¼ ½z0; bu0  where bu0 P bu. Therefore 8ðz0; zÞ 2 ½0; au  ½x; buÞ, f ðz0; zÞ ¼ 0. So, 8z 2 ½x; buÞ,qð½au; zÞ ¼
Z au
0
Z 1
z
f ðz0; z00Þdz00dz0;
¼
Z au
0
Z 1
bu
f ðz0; z00Þdz00dz0 þ
Z au
0
Z bu
z
f ðz0; z00Þ
zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{¼0
dz00dz0;
¼ qð½au; buÞ:
ð28Þu ¼ 0, au ¼ bu ¼ 0.
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2 logðqð½au ;xÞÞ
oauox
¼
 ooau
o logðqð½au ;xÞÞ
ox
n o
¼ 0. h
Remark. Similarly to f, we write uða; buÞ ¼ uðbuÞdða auÞ.
Replacing u expression in (19): 8b 2 ½0;1; qðbÞ ¼ qð1Þ exp R x¼1x¼b uðxÞdxh i. For normalized consonant bbd, qð0Þ ¼ 1, there-
fore qð1Þ ¼ exp  R x¼1x¼0 uðxÞdxh i. Consequently, q has the following expression:
8b 2 ½0;1; qðbÞ ¼ exp 
Z x¼1
x¼0
uðxÞdx
 
 exp
Z x¼1
x¼b
uðxÞdx
 
;
¼ exp 
Z x¼b
x¼0
uðxÞdx
" #
:
ð29ÞTherefore the cwf expression is: uðbÞ ¼  d logqðbÞdb ¼  q
0 ðbÞ
qðbÞ ¼ hðbÞqðbÞ.
Remark. Since hP 0 and qP 0 then uP 0, then h is separable and therefore according to Proposition 5, h 2 B.
Versus u, h writes,hðbÞ ¼ uðbÞ exp 
Z x¼b
x¼0
uðxÞdx
" #
: ð30ÞRemark. The bbd expression (30) in the continuous case is the analogue of the bba expression (13) in the discrete case.
Proposition 9. Let u be a non-negative distribution over each interval of [0, 1] such that
R a¼1
a¼0
R b¼1
b¼a uða; bÞdbda exists and
uðx; yÞ – 0 only if 9u=ðx; yÞ ¼ ðau; buÞ. u is a cwf corresponding to a normalized non-dogmatic consonant bbd f.
Proof. According to Theorem 7, f is a well-deﬁned normalized non-dogmatic bbd. To show that f is consonant, let recall the
expression of f versus u:f ða; bÞ ¼ qð½0;1Þ uða; bÞ þ
Z x¼a
x¼0
uðx; bÞdx
Z y¼1
y¼b
uða; yÞdy
 
exp
Z x¼a
x¼0
Z y¼1
y¼b
uðx; yÞdydx
 
:As uða; bÞ ¼ 0 if 9=u=ða; bÞ ¼ ðau; buÞ, therefore it is sufﬁcient to show that if 9=u=ða; bÞ ¼ ðau; buÞ the productR x¼a
x¼0 uðx; bÞdx
R y¼1
y¼b uða; yÞdy ¼ 0.
If 9=u=a ¼ au then
R y¼1
y¼b uða; yÞdy ¼ 0. If 9=u0=b ¼ bu0 then
R x¼a
x¼0 uðx; bÞdx ¼ 0. In both cases, the product is null. Now, let us
deal with the case where 9u=a ¼ au and 9u0=b ¼ bu0 , such that u – u0. Assume that u > u0, then au0 > a, thereforeR x¼a
x¼0 uðx; bÞdx ¼ 0 and the product is null. Conversely, if u < u0, then bu < b, therefore
R y¼1
y¼b uða; yÞdy ¼ 0 and the product is
null. h
Proposition 10. Let h1 and h2 be two consonant bbds having the same consonant ordering set I ¼ fIu=u 2 ½0;1g. Then,
h1 vu h2 if and only if u12 ¼ u1 u2 ðq12 ¼ q1q2Þ is a well-deﬁned consonant bbd over I.
Proof
 Direct sense: According to Proposition 6, u12 is a well-deﬁned cwf. As 8ða; bÞ 2 ½0;12=bP a, if 9=u such that ða; bÞ ¼ ðau; buÞ,
then 8i 2 f1;2g, uiða; bÞ ¼ 0 therefore u12ða; bÞ ¼ 0, then according to Proposition 9, h12 the corresponding bbd to u12 is
consonant.
 Inverse sense: u12 ¼ u1 u2 is a well-deﬁned consonant bbd, then u12 P 0, thus u1 P u2 and ﬁnally h1 vu h2. h
Theorem 11. Let h be a consonant bbd and a 6 a0 2 ½0;1, then ah and a0h are consonant and ah vu a0h.
Proof. The focal elements of ah and h are the same ones, then ah is also consonant. Let b 2 ½0;1Þ,aqðbÞ ¼
Z x¼1
x¼b
ahðxÞdx;
¼ ð1 aÞ
Z x¼1
x¼b
hðxÞdxþ a;
¼ ð1 aÞqðbÞ þ a:
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ahðbÞ
aqðbÞ ¼
ð1 aÞhðbÞ
ð1 aÞqðbÞ þ a ;
¼ hðbÞ
qðbÞ þ a1a
;
P
hðbÞ
qðbÞ þ a01a0
;
P a0uðbÞ:
Then, ah vu a0h. h
Remark. According to Theorem 11, in the consonant case, the classical discounting can be viewed as a particular case of the
generalized discounting.
Remark. For f1 and f2 two normalized consonant bbds having the same consonant ordering set, f1 vq f 2 is equivalent to
8b 2 ½0;1, q1ðbÞ 6 q2ðbÞ.3.3.2. Combination speciﬁcation
In this Section, we will assume that h is a bounded function over the interval [0, 1]. We propose an extension of the q-
cautious rule to the continuous case restricted to the case when q1ðbÞ > q2ðbÞ 8b 2 ð0;1 or conversely. Although restrictive,
this case covers numerous applications, in particular when LCP is applied to choose belief function among isopignistic Gauss-
ian ones.
Theorem 12. Let h1 and h2 two consonant bbds in ½0;A, such that h1 and h2 are bounded functions in ½0;A, h1 vq h2,
h1ð0Þ ¼ h2ð0Þ, q1ð0Þ ¼ q2ð0Þ, 8x 2 ð0;A, h2ðxÞ > 0 and q1ðxÞ < q2ðxÞ then h1 vs h2.
Proof. It is presented in [14]. h
Theorem 13. Let h1 and h2 be two consonant bbds in ½0;A such that h1 and h2 are bounded function in ½0;A, h1 vq h2,
h1ð0Þ ¼ h2ð0Þ, q1ð0Þ ¼ q2ð0Þ, 8x 2 ð0;A, h2ðxÞ > 0 and q1ðxÞ < q2ðxÞ. h2 ¼ s-LCbbdfSsðh1Þ \Ssðh2Þg and h1 ¼
s-MCbbdfGsðh1Þ \ Gsðh2Þg.
Proof. On the one hand, according to Theorem 12, h1 vs h2, then Ssðh1Þ Ssðh2Þ and Gsðh2Þ  Gsðh1Þ. On the other hand,
h1 ¼ s-MCbbdfGsðh1Þg and h2 ¼ s-LCbbdfSsðh2Þg. Therefore, h2 ¼ s-LCbbdfSsðh1Þ \Ssðh2Þg and h1 ¼
s-MCbbdfGsðh1Þ \ Gsðh2Þg. h
Respecting the conditions of Theorem 12 [14], the cautious rule ð qÞ is deﬁned from: q1 q2 ¼minfq1; q2g, and similarly to
the discrete case, the ev-correlation bbd ðh0Þ can be derived from its commonality q0 ¼ maxfq1; q2g. As in the discrete case,
we propose the discounting of h0, based on the degree of non-distinctness ð. 2 ½0;1Þ : h0 is replaced by .!uh0, and the .q rule
is extended to the continuous case as follows:q1 .q2 ¼
q1 2
.!uq0
: ð31ÞTheorem 14. Let h1 and h2 be two consonant bbds having the same ordering set I. Then, h1 .q2 deﬁned in (31) is a well-deﬁned
consonant bbd over I, and q1 .q2 ¼ .!uq1 q2 ¼ .!uq1 q.!uq2.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5, with Proposition 10 and Theorem 11 replacing, respectively, Proposition 3
and Theorem 3. h
Remark. Let consider the same assumption as Theorem 14, then the existence of q1 .q2 could be shown as follows. Since
q1 2 ø q0 exits then according to Proposition 3 (inverse sense) q1 2 vu q0. Now, as q0 vu .!wq0 then q1 2 vu .!wq0, thus
according to Proposition 3 (direct sense) q1 .q2 exists.4. Application to Gaussian Betf case
In the two previous sections, we have presented the new model we propose for combining partially non-distinct sources,
namely the cautious-adaptive rule. In this section, we present some practical applications of this model. Key points are the
followings.
(1) Note that here we only consider the consonant case (with the same consonant ordering set).
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E2 :Sðm1Þ \Sðm2Þ ½Sðh1Þ \Sðh2Þ, the cautious-adaptive rule allows us to get results of E1=E2 combination ranging
from the least committed bba of Ssðm1Þ \Ssðm2Þ (bbd of Ssðh1Þ \Ssðh2Þ) to the conjunctive bba m1 m2 ðh1 h2Þ
that assumes the complete distinctness of E1 and E2.
(3) Any application of a generalized discounting to m0 (or h0) produces an instantiation of the cautious-adaptive rule.
(4) However for practical application, the m0 (or h0) discounting should be parameterized with a reasonable number of
parameters. In the continuous case when bbds are Gaussian (q-LC bbd induced by a Gaussian Betf distribution), we
propose to parameterize the discounting by a factor dividing the standard deviation of Betf.
4.1. Derivation of evidence functions
In this section, we assume our knowledge is partial and imprecise, rather corresponding to a betting. Each evidence Ei
information is then represented by the pignistic probability Betf and we assume that Betf is Gaussian with meanmi and stan-
dard deviation ri. According to Smets [38], for bell shaped Betf deﬁned in R with mode l, the q-LC committed bbd is con-
sonant and equals to 0 except for ða; bÞ 2 ð1;l  ½l;þ1Þ where: f ða; bÞ ¼ hðbÞdða cðbÞÞ, such that c function checks
Betf ðcðbÞÞ ¼ Betf ðbÞ and:hðbÞ ¼ ðcðbÞ  bÞ dBetf ðbÞ
db
:Now, for standard normal distribution (SND) Betf ð0;1Þ (i.e. with mean l ¼ 0 and standard deviation r ¼ 1), the q-LC bbd and
the other evidential functions can be written for yP 0:hðyÞ ¼ 2 y
2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p exp  y
2
2
 
;
qðyÞ ¼ 2 yﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p exp  y
2
2
 
þ erfc yﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
 
;
uðyÞ ¼ y
2
yþ ﬃﬃp2p exp y22h ierfc yﬃﬃ2ph i ;
ð32ÞerfcðxÞ ¼ 2ﬃﬃpp Rþ1x exp½t2dt. The overbar is added to h, q and u to say that they correspond to the SND. For normal distribu-
tion Betf with standard deviation r (appearing as a superscript in the evidential functions), the q-LC bbd and the other evi-
dential functions write for xP l and y ¼ xlr versus those corresponding to the SND as follows. h
rðxÞ ¼ hðyÞ=r, qrðxÞ ¼ qðyÞ
and urðxÞ ¼ uðyÞ=r. hr and ur are deﬁned only for xP l and qr is symmetrical relative to l.
For practical application, we propose here to neglect the values of jx lj > 3r, i.e. jyj > 3 (evidential functions are trun-
cated to the interval ½l 3r;lþ 3r).
Proposition 11. Let r1;r2 2 ð0;þ1Þ such that r1 6 r2, hr1 and hr1 two Gaussian bbds having the same mean value (l) and
standard deviations r1 and r2, respectively. Then hr2 ¼ s-LCbbdfSsðhr1 Þ \Ssðhr2 Þg and hr1 ¼ s-MCbbdfGsðhr1 Þ \ Gsðhr2 Þg.
Proof. h1 and h2 are bounded, h1ðlÞ ¼ h2ðlÞ ¼ 0 and q1ðlÞ ¼ q2ðlÞ ¼ 1. Now, as 8x 2 ðl;1Þ; hrðxÞ > 0 then qr is a strictly
decreasing function. Let x 2 ðl;þ1Þ, x > r1r2 x, qr1 ðxÞ < qr1
r1
r2
x
	 

¼ qr2 ðxÞ. Then, hr1 vq hr2 . Therefore according to Theorem
13, hr2 ¼ s-LCbbdfSsðhr1 Þ \Ssðhr2 Þg and hr1 ¼ s-MCbbdfGsðhr1 Þ \ Gsðhr2 Þg. h
We now propose a way to deﬁne the generalized discounting in the Gaussian case. Following Proposition 12 (Appendix
A), if r1 6 r2 then hr1 vu hr2 . Therefore, an increase of r can be viewed as a generalized discounting deﬁned from the param-
eter . 2 ½0;1,.!uhr ¼ hr. : ð33Þ
Hence, for two consonant bbds h1 and h2 respectively equal to h
r1 and hr2 such that r1 6 r2 and according to the deﬁnition
of the cautious-adaptive rule in the continuous case (cf. Section 3.3.2), Proposition 11 and Eq. (33), the expression of the q-
cautious-adaptive rule for a given . 2 ½0;1 is:q1 .q2 ¼
qr1qr2
q
r2
.
: ð34ÞRemark. According to Proposition 12, for r1;r2 2 ð0;þ1Þ such that r1 6 r2, hr1 vu hr2 , then hr2 ¼ u-LCbbdfSuðhr1 Þ\
Suðhr2 Þg and hr1 ¼ u-MCbbdfGuðhr1 Þ \ Guðhr2 Þg. Therefore, hr2 is the bbd resulting from combination of hr1 and hr2 using
the u-cautious rule (Theorem 9). Hence, in the Gaussian case, w-cautious rule and the q-cautious rule are equivalent. Thus,
(34) can also be viewed as the u-cautious-adaptive rule for separable bbds [Section 2.2, Eq. (26)], and then it also generalizes
Denux’s rule.
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and (ii) how the decision can be made.
Concerning the combination rule, the cautious-adaptive rule is used only if the sources to be combined have the same
consonant ordering set. Otherwise they are considered as distinct and the conjunctive rule applies. Note that in general
the distinctness of two sources cannot be determined simply from properties of bbas, as emphasized in Section 1 (two dis-
tinct sources can present very similar bbas). However when beliefs are different, the sources are most probably distinct.
Practically, it means that after basic belief density estimation, the values of li are compared and if their absolute difference
is greater than a precision threshold , the evidences are combined with the conjunctive rule. Otherwise, the proposed cau-
tious-adaptive rule is used.
Concerning the decision, it is classically taken using the pignistic probability density resulting of the combination of the
considered beliefs. Note that, once one of the sources is distinct from the others, the combination is not consonant and there-
fore the considered intervals ½au; bu may be any real intervals. Therefore, the pignistic probability density is computed
according to (17).
4.2. Results
In this section, we study and discuss the fusion results in the Gaussian case. First, we present some simple examples and
second report the application to vegetation index combination.
4.2.1. Simple examples
Fig. 2 illustrates the ranging of the fusion results using the cautious-adaptive rule: the commonality curve (respectively,
cwf) ranges from q1 (respectively, u1) and the commonality (respectively, cwf) obtained using the conjunctive fusion rule.
In Figs. 3 and 4, we study an example of three bbds h1, h2 and h3 combined using the cautious-adaptive rule. These bbds
are the q-LC beliefs related to the three pignistic probabilities Betfi ¼Nðli;riÞ such that, l1 ¼ l2 ¼ 0 and r1 ¼ r3 ¼ 0:1
(other parameters are speciﬁed in ﬁgure captions). Since h1 and h2 have the same ordering set I, they are combined using
the cautious-adaptive rule, providing a belief h. h is then combined with h3 using the conjunctive rule, and we study the sen-
sitivity of the ﬁnal result to . parameter.
Fig. 3 shows the commonality curves of h1, h2 and h3 and the decision values (indicated by the vertical lines) versus .: 0
(conjunctive), 0.7, 0.9 and 1 (cautious). The conjunctive and the cautious rules give different results in term of estimated x
value, respectively, 0.16 and 0.2. The cautious combination of h1 and h2 gives a belief (h) corresponding to Betf ¼Nð0;0:1Þ.
Since h3 corresponds to Betf3 ¼Nð0:4; 0:1Þ, then h and h3 have the same weight in fusion and therefore the combination
result is half way between the two distribution means ((0 + 0.4)/2 = 0.2). The conjunctive rule gives more weight to h than
h3, therefore the result is closer to 0 than 0.4. Finally, varying . from 0 to 1, the combination results vary in the interval [0.16,
0.2].
Fig. 4 shows the decision variation versus . for different values of r2. As previously, the decision varies from the conjunc-
tive result to the cautious one. The cautious case ð. ¼ 1Þ leads to h corresponding to Betf ¼Nð0;0:1Þ and fusion results al-
ways equal to 0.2. We remark that for . values lower to 0.6, decision results are close to the conjunctive rule ones. Note that
for Figs. 2 and 3, considered values of . were in 0, 0.7, 0.9, 1 according to previous remark. It also gives a hint to choose . as
about equal to the statistical correlation coefﬁcient value. Now, increasing r2 from 0.1 to 0.4 leads to a dynamic reduction ofFig. 2. Example of two bbds h1 and h2 fusion using the q-cautious-adaptive rule. h1 ¼ h0:09 and h2 ¼ h0:1. Three fusion results: conjunctive rule, q-cautious-
adaptive rule with . ¼ 0:7 and . ¼ 0:9.
Fig. 3. Betf1 ¼Nð0;0:1Þ, Betf2 ¼Nð0; 0:1Þ and Betf3 ¼Nð0:4; 0:1Þ. h1 and h2 are combined using four rules: conjunctive rule, q-cautious-adaptive rule with
. ¼ 0:7 and . ¼ 0:9 and the cautious rule. The curves and the straight lines represent, respectively, the commonality functions and the decisions.
Fig. 4. Betf1 ¼Nð0; 0:1Þ, Betf2 ¼Nð0;r2Þ and Betf3 ¼Nð0:4;0:1Þ. Each curve corresponds to the decision value for one value of r2, varying . from 0 to 1.
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generalized discounting of the source 2, which contribution part in the decision decreases progressively, making h tending
to h1. Therefore the difference between the two rules decreases versus r2.
4.2.2. Application to vegetation index fusion
The considered actual application is the estimation of vegetation fraction cover parameter noted ‘fCover’ [16]. In the case
where this estimation is performed from remote sensing measurements, it is based on vegetation indices that are combina-
tions of measurements at two (generally) wavelengths [30]. The key point is that they all combine the same two wavelength
measurements but in different ways, allowing a partial complementarity between them either in terms of robustness to
measurement noise or in terms of local performance versus fCover value. In our application, we aim at exploiting the partial
complementarity and redundancy of vegetation indices to improve fCover estimation accuracy. However, we should take
into account vegetation index correlation, and then use the cautious-adaptive rule.
In our study, the correlation between vegetation indices is an a priori (supervised) parameter. It was set from a priori gen-
eral knowledge about the indices as described previously. Namely, we assumed the independence between vegetation indi-
ces (i.e. . ¼ 0) except between:
 PVI and WDVI that are linearly linked and for which we assume therefore a correlation parameter of 1.0.
 RVI and NDVI, that are unlinearly linked ðNDVI ¼ RVI1RVIþ1Þ for which we assume a correlation parameter of 0.9.
For fusion performance evaluation, a database of vegetation index values and corresponding fCover values has been con-
structed [16,15]. Basically, this database reproduces the non-stationarity of the soil/vegetation parameters that appears as a
1018 A. Kallel, S. Le Hégarat-Mascle / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 1000–1021noise for fCover estimation, so that results obtained using this simulated database agree with those obtained using less rich
but actual database [15]. The performance of the method was evaluated based on two parameters. The ﬁrst one is a classical
measure of performance, namely the mean L1 error (between estimated fCover value and actual one). This parameter rep-
resents a measure of the accuracy of the estimation in the sense that any deviance with an actual value can be interpreted as
an inaccuracy of the estimation. The second parameter used is the standard deviation of L1 error. It can be interpreted as a
measurement of the constancy of the method accuracy since, assuming monomodal distribution, the lower the standard
deviation value, the more probable are L1 error values close to the mean. Thus in the following this second parameter is
interpreted as a measurement of robustness of the ﬁrst performance parameter.
Fig. 5 shows the vegetation index fusion results obtained in both cases without noise and noisy data. On Fig. 5a and c,
method robustness versus method accuracy is plotted for: (i) each considered vegetation index (before of after correction
of its bias evaluated during the learning step of pignistic probability parameters), (ii) combination of two indices (conjunc-
tive or cautious-adaptive rules give same results), (iii) some combinations of three indices involving correlated indices (PVI,
WDVI) and (RVI, NDVI) pointing out the differences between the conjunctive rule and the cautious-adaptive one. For both
without noise and noisy data, we note that the combination result performance increases generally versus the number of
used indices. Now, comparing the fusion with the conjunctive rule to the cautious-adaptive rule one, they are rather close
(that is not so surprising since they use the same set of vegetation indices and the same evidential framework) but there is a1
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Fig. 5. Fusion performance (robustness versus accuracy) evaluation for data without noise (a) and (b) and noisy data (c) and (d); (a) and (c): comparison of
the results obtained using each vegetation index individually and combining two or three ones; (b) and (d): difference between the performance of the
multi-index fusion and the best performance obtained from any vegetation index considered in the fusion. The sign ‘+’ and ‘,’ between vegetation indices
means that the used combination rule are, respectively, the conjunctive and the cautious-adaptive.
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one, we see that combinations involving PVI and WDVI are generally better than the ones involving RVI and NDVI in the
ﬁrst case conversely to the second case. Then, when noise level is unknown, the best combination cannot be induced a
priori.
Now, Fig. 5b and d compares the evidential fusion to the better (accuracy and robustness) of the indices considered in
the fusion, allowing thus the evaluation of the combination performances versus the individual performances. Fig. 5b and
d represents the signed differences so that negative values mean that fusion performs better than any involved vegetation
index. In some cases, fusion results are better than the best involved index. In most of the other cases, the fusion perfor-
mances are between the involved indices, but close to the best ones. Comparing Fig. 5b–d, we show that the performance
of the combination decreases with noise and the results become closer. Fig. 5b and d shows also the interest of using the
cautious-adaptive rule. For example, in noisy cases, it allows to give low weight to the worst indices (cf. combination
with RVI and NDVI). Moreover, in case where correlated indices are the best indicators, using the conjunctive or the
cautious-adaptive give close results (cf. combination with PVI and WDVI). Thus, in this actual application case, in the
absence of knowledge of which indices are the best indicators, it is interesting to use systematically the cautious-adaptive
rule.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new combination rule parameterized to take into account a partial non-distinctness of
sources. It is applicable to both discrete and continuous cases. As a preliminary material, an extension of the weight w to
the continuous case was proposed through the canonical weight function u that is the density function of  logw and a def-
inition of a separable bbd was given.
Then, we focus on two cases where the cautious rule principle and ev-correlation – as initially deﬁned by Smets – can be
explicitly speciﬁed: namely the case of separable bbas or bbds, and the consonant case. In the latter, all results developed in
this article can be transposed to the possibilistic framework. Our rule is a generalization of Denux’sw-cautious rule and the
q-cautious rule, respectively, in the separable and consonant cases. Based on the discounting of the ev-correlation, we deﬁne
the cautious-adaptive rule as the ratio between the conjunctive rule and the discounted ev-correlation. The level of the dis-
counting is given according to an priori knowledge of the non-distinctness between sources: if the sources are non-distinct,
ev-correlation is not discounted, whereas if the sources are completely distinct, discounted ev-correlation equals the vacu-
ous belief.
Applied to the Gaussian case, we show that the higher the standard deviation r, the less committed the evidence. A direct
consequence is the deﬁnition of the general discounting as an increase of r. To discount the ev-correlation ðq0Þ, we model the
non-distinctness by a factor . 2 ½0;1 and divide rðq0Þ by .. After studying the method sensitivity through academic cases,
we validate it through an actual application: the fusion of remote sensing vegetation indices.
Future issues will deal with (i) an automatic method to estimate the non-distinctness between two sources, (ii) practical
handling of three non-distinct sources knowing the correlation of every source couple and (iii) the use of the generalized
discounting to solve conﬂict between sources.Appendix A. Monotonic property of the cwf function in the Gaussian case
Theorem 15. Let Betf be a Standard Normal pignistic probability ðBetf ¼Nð0;1ÞÞ then the corresponding cwf function u is an
increasing function in ½0;þ1Þ.uðyÞ ¼ y
2
yþ ﬃﬃp2p erfcx yﬃﬃ2ph i ; ðA:1Þ
where erfcxðxÞ ¼ 2ﬃﬃpp exp½x2 Rþ1x exp½t2dt.
Proof. First, let obtain an upper bound of erfcxðxÞ. Let x > 0:erfcxðxÞ ¼ 2ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p exp½x2
Z þ1
x
exp½t2dt;
<
2ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p exp½x2
Z þ1
x
ð1þ 1
2t2
Þ exp½t2dt;
<
2ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p exp½x2 exp½x
2
2x
;
<
1ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
x
:
ðA:2Þ
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2y yþ ﬃﬃp2p erfcx yﬃﬃ2ph i	 
 y2 1þ ﬃﬃp2p yerfcx yﬃﬃ2ph i ﬃﬃ2pﬃﬃpp	 
n o
yþ ﬃﬃp2p erfcx yﬃﬃ2ph i	 
2
;
/ 2yþ
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
2
r
ð2 y2Þerfcx yﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
 
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
u1ðyÞ
;
ðA:3Þwhere the symbol / means that left and right members have the same sign.
Now, following (A.2),u1ðyÞ > 2yþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
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yﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
 

ﬃﬃﬃ
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2
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;
> yþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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p
erfcx
yﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
 
;
> 0:
ðA:4ÞThen, according to (A.3) and (A.4), 8u 2 ½0;1Þ u0ðyuÞP 0, and ﬁnally, u is an increasing function. h
Corollary 1. Let Betf be a Gaussian pignistic probability ðBetf ¼Nðl;rÞÞ then the corresponding cwf function ur is an increasing
function in ½l;þ1Þ.
Proposition 12. Let Betf1 ¼Nðl;r1Þ and Betf2 ¼Nðl;r2Þ be Gaussian pignistic probabilities. The corresponding bbds are,
respectively, h1 and h2, the corresponding cwf functions are, respectively, ur1 and ur2 . If r1 6 r2 then hr1 vu hr2 .
Proof. According to Corollary 1, ur1 is an increasing function, then 8x 2 ½l;þ1Þ and y ¼ xlr : ur1 ðxÞ ¼ uðyÞr1 P
u r1r2y
	 

r1
P
u r1r2y
	 

r2
¼ uðyÞr2 ¼ ur2 ðxÞ. Then, h
r1 vu hr2 . hReferences
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